T & C's
Sportspick Punters Challenge Tipping Competition Terms & Conditions of Entry (effective as of 1st July
2019)
1. Information on how to enter and prize details form part of these terms & conditions of entry.
2. The Promoter is Full House Group Pty Limited, 38 Fennell Street, Port Melbourne, VIC 3207 ABN:
91131570440.
3. These terms and conditions of entry apply to the Competition being conducted by the Promoter for
the Sportspick Super 7 Punters Challenge bonus prize event. Entries not complying with these terms &
conditions of entry are ineligible and the Promoter reserves its absolute right to disqualify any
Participant from the Competition if any entries do not comply with these terms & conditions of entry.
4. In these terms & conditions of entry, unless the contrary intention appears, the following words and
phrases have the meanings set out opposite them:
4.1 "Sportspick Super 7 event" means the Punters Challenge competition event comprising of 7 races
selected from nominated race meetings across Australian States and Territories by Full House Group.
4.2 "Tip Any 6 winners" means the “Tip ANY 6 winners” prize that may be won on a Super 7 Punters
Challenge event by a participating competition entrant(s).
4.3 "Tip All 7 winners” means the “Tip ALL 7 winners” prize that may be won on the Super 7 Punters
Challenge event by a participating competition entrant or entrant(s).
4.4 "FHG" means the Full House Group Pty Limited;
4.5 “Local Prize Pool” means the total entry fees charged by a participating venue to be returned as
prizes to participating Punters Challenge entrants.
4.6 "Competition" means the "Sportspick Punters Challenge Competition" and, where the context
dictates, is a reference to the Punters Challenge Tipping Promotion; 4.7 "Condition" means a condition
of these terms and conditions of entry;
4.8 "Entry Code" means the 6 digit code issued by a participating venue to a participant as proof of
payment into a participating venue’s In house competition.
4.9 "Agent" means any one of an Agent, Contractor, Representative of Full House Group Pty Ltd.
4.10 "Immediate Family" means any one of more of a person"s wife, husband, defacto wife, defacto
husband, parent, step-parent, child, step- child, brother, sister, step-brother or step-sister.
4.11 "AEDST" means Australian Eastern Daylight Savings Time and “AEST” means Australian Eastern
Standard Time.
4.12 "Race" means a single race, of and conducted by a State Thoroughbred Racing Authority.
4.13 "Participant" means a person who is eligible to participate in and who has successfully registered
for entry into the Competition;

4.14 "Registration Time" means the date and time at which an eligible person successfully registers for
entry into the Competition;
4.15 "Results" are the results of races as officially determined by the relevant State Thoroughbred
Racing Authority at the time that correct weight is declared on the day of the race;
4.16 "Event" means a series of races on an given day that will form a tipping competition under the
“Punters Challenge” brand;
4.17 "Unclaimed Prizes" has the meaning given in Condition 29;
4.18 "Score" means the allocation of points to a Participant for a particular event in accordance with
these terms and "State" means an Australian state or territory and New Zealand;
4.19 "Web Site" means the web site of the Promoter at www.sportspick.com.au accessible on the
Internet through the World Wide Web or via other wireless platforms connected to the Internet;
4.20 "Sportspick Tipster Terminal" or “Tipping Terminal” means the touch screen interface on which
entry and tipping in the competition takes place.
4.21 "Sportspick Member ID" means the identification number assigned to each entrant and used for
the purpose of submitting tips and assigning scores via a "Sportspick Member Card" or "InnTouch
Member Card" or "Venue Member Card"
4.22 “Manual Tips” refers to any means of entering tip selections into the competition prior to or after
the closing time of the Punters Challenge event by any means other than via the official Sportspick
tipping terminal.

COMPETITION PERIOD

5. A new Punters Challenge Event is open for receipt of entries:
(a) From 5pm each Thursday ("Commencement Date")
(b) and closes 5 minutes prior to the scheduled start time of the first of the 7 nominated races for the
Sportspick Super 7 Punters Challenge event or 5 minutes prior to the advertised start time for the first
race to be tipped on at a venue where a venue elects to run Punters Challenge on any other
configuration from the Sportspick Super 7 event ("Closing Date")
(c) Tipping for the weekly event opens after final acceptances have been declared by all the relevant
State Thoroughbred Racing Authorities; and the fields for each race entered into the Sportspick
database by Full House Group.
(d) The last date & time for entries to be accepted is 5 minutes prior to the scheduled official start time
for the first of the races available for a Punters Challenge event.
(e) There will be 52 Punters Challenge events available for entry in 2019. The first event will be
conducted on Saturday 5th January 2019 and the final event conducted on 28th December 2019.

WHO MAY ENTER

6. The Sportspick Super 7 event is conducted every Saturday on 7 races selected from any one or
multiple race meetings conducted by the following States and Territories: Victoria, New South Wales,
South Australia, Queensland, Tasmania, Western Australia, Northern Territory, Australian Capital
Territory & New Zealand

7. (a) Participation in any local venue Punters Challenge event conducted using the Sportspick Super 7
races must include paid entry into the local venue competition for the competition. Entry is open to all
residents of Australia and New Zealand who are over the age of 18 and provide their full name and
contact details upon registration with their member card.

7. (b) Participation in any local venue Punters Challenge event conducted on any race combination other
than the Sportspick Super 7 event such as a “Home State” race card does includes entry into the local
venue competition only and does not include entry into the Sportspick Super 7 competition. Entry is
open to all residents of Australia and New Zealand who are over the age of 18 and provide their full
name and contact details upon registration with their member card.

8. (a) There is a maximum limit of one (1) entry per person that will be eligible to win any of the
Sportspick Super 7 ‘Tip All 7’ or ‘Tip Any 6’ bonus prize categories. A local venue entry fee must be paid
to enter a participating venue’s local in-house Punters Challenge Competition to qualify for the
Sportspick Super 7 bonus prizes. A unique Punters Challenge "Entry Code" will be required for the entry.
(b) The one (1) eligible entry will be indicated as ‘John Doe’, on the “Super 7 Bonus Prizes” Leaderboard
as displayed on the Sportspick Tipping Terminal.
(c) Non-eligible bonus prize Punters Challenge entries will be indicated on the tipping terminal “LOCAL
VENUE SCOREBOARD” by #2, #3, #4, #5, #6…#10 etc. after the entrant’s name. Depending upon the
number of entries (which is determined by each individual venue) to be permitted into their local In
House Punters Challenge competition.
(d) a 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th (or any subsequent) entries are still eligible to win the local venue prize pool
provided an entry code has been purchased for each subsequent entry, unless otherwise stated by the
local venue who is conducting the competition.

HOW TO ENTER

9. To register for entry in the Competition an eligible person must: (a) Visit a registered Sportspick
Venue and obtain a "Sportspick Member ID" card at a registered venue; (b) Obtain an "Entry Code" from
the participating venue; (c) Select the Punters Challenge button on the Sportspick or InnTouch "Tipping
Terminal" and submit all required information in the online fields where prompted and then place Tip
selections in either of the tipping competition options.

10. A person is only required to successfully register once via of the entry method specified in Condition
9 (c) to be registered to participate in ongoing Sportspick Competitions. An entrant must provide their
full name and contact mobile number upon registration. Nicknames will not be accepted as eligible to
win the Sportspick Super 7 bonus prizes.

11. A Participant will be required to obtain a unique "Entry Code" for each entry into an event. The
single Sportspick or Venue Members card can be reused in subsequent events. Each entry will be listed
on the local venue scoreboard with a number against the entrant’s name. i.e. John Doe #1, John Doe #2,
John Doe #3 if entrant John Doe had 3 entry codes. As per condition 8(a), the first entry code submitted
by an entrant will be eligible to win the Sportspick Super 7 Punters Challenge ‘Tip All 7’ or ‘Tip Any 6’
bonus prizes and only the first set of tip records entered will be displayed on the Sportspick Super 7
Bonus Prize Leader board.

HOW TO PLACE TIPS

13. A Participant must use the following method in order to submit their tips for a particular weekly
event:
(a) Access the Punters Challenge competition via the Punters Challenge button in the Sportspick section
of your tipping terminal.
(b) After swiping a Sportspick or venue member card, a participant will be prompted to enter the 6 digit
Punters Challenge code. This will open up the Punters Challenge tipping event. The participant then
selects the horse that they tip to win each of the nominated races for the event within the time frames
set out on the Sportpick website (www.sportspick.com.au) and/or the “Print The Race Card” printout
available from the Punters Challenge home screen on the Tipping Terminal.

14. Changes to Tip Selections.
(a) Tips can be changed at any time up until the close of the event provided the original code that was
used to place the initial set of tips is re- entered each time a change is made.
(b) 5 minutes prior to the official start time for the first nominated race, the competition will no longer
be open for tipping on the "Sportspick Tipping Terminal".

(c) If a tip on a particular race is to be changed, tips for all races must also be changed at this time and a
receipt issued from the Tipping Terminal printer.
(d) The last set of tips submitted by an entrant in each round will count towards the score tally for the
Competition.

15. Event Race Information. Details of the races for the upcoming Punters Challenge event will be
available from the Tipping Terminal via the "Print Event Race Details" button on the Punters Challenge
home screen. The terminal printout will contain the details of the races for upcoming event and include
space for the entrant to record their selections after assessing the form to return to the terminal and
place their tips. In addition, venues may elect to print the race details from 5pm Thursday (subject to
final declarations of runners) and display on the Sportspick scoreboard next to the terminal.

16. Calculation of Score at local venue level. (a) Scores are the local venue level are calculated either
using the official TAB dividend for each race on a nominal $1 each way mock investment on the selected
tip for venues that choose to use the ‘Dividend Scoring System’ “DSS’ or; as a venue determined ‘Set
Points System’ ‘SPS’ for those venues that elect to use a venue determined SPS where the finishing
position of a horse is given a nominal points value. i.e. 1st horse past the post earns 3 points, 2nd horse
earns 2 points, 3rd horse earns 1 point etc towards the competition scores. (or any other venue
determined points structure) (b) Scores will be available on the tipping terminal, approximately 15
minutes after each race at the Local Venue competition level following declaration of "correct weight".
(c) The Sportspick Super 7 Bonus Prize leaderboard will also be updated simultaneously with the local
venue scoreboards. (d) A venue may elect to offer a “Double Points” option, where an entrant will be
presented with an option to nominate one of their tip selections to earn double points should the horse
finish in the placings. The double points’ option is presented as a separate tip screen once all tips have
been submitted on all races.

17. To be eligible to win a Sportspick Super 7 Punters Challenge Tipping Competition bonus prizes; a
Participant must have submitted valid tips on the nominated races that comprise the "Super 7” Punters
Challenge event at an eligible participating Sportspick Punters Challenge venue through the Sportspick
Tipping Terminal. Those venues and their Punters Challenge participants who elect to tip on a single
“State” race card are ineligible to win the Sportspick Super 7 bonus prizes. i.e (VIC, NSW, SA, or Qld
metropolitan meeting each week). Tip 6 and/or 7 bonus prizes are not offered via the free mobile
Punters Challenge website.

18. The prize winners of a Sportspick Punters Challenge event will be determined as follows:
(a) Participants will be ranked against all other Participants within their local registered Sportspick
Venue in Australia and New Zealand and the leading tipper(s) with the highest score(s) will win the local
in house prize at each venue; All Sportspick Punters Challenge major prize results are determined by the
number of winners tipped and scores are not relevant for the Sportspick Major ‘Tip All 7’ race winners

and ‘Tip any 6 of the 7 race winners” bonus prizes. Scores are interim until confirmed at 12:00pm on the
Monday immediately following the relevant event. (b) Participants will be ranked based on the
Participant’s total score across all races. In the event that Participants have equal scores (tied scores),
the “Local venue in-house” prize value will be combined and divided equally amongst the tied
participants unless the venue has specified another condition such as a Jackpot rule.
(c) The Sportspick Punters Challenge “Tip ANY 6” prize will be awarded to the participant(s) who tip ‘Any
6 winners’ from the last 7 nominated races. This will be promoted and referred to as "Tip ANY 6 Winners
prize" (d) The National Punters Challenge “Tip ALL 7” prize will be awarded to the entrant(s) who
successfully tips all 7 winners from the 7 races on the Sportspick Super 7 Punters Challenge event. In the
event that Participants have equal scores (tied scores), the “Tip ALL 7” prize value will be divided equally
amongst the tied participants.

19.1 Rules in the event of an alteration to the nominated race details. In the event of a postponement,
abandonment or cancellation of a race or races nominated for tipping in the competition; the following
rules will apply: (a) If 1, 2 or 3 of the 7 nominated races are postponed, abandoned or cancelled; the
event will continue and tipping will be conducted on the 4, 5 or 6 remaining races and scores and results
applied respectively. (b) If less than 7 races remain open for tipping, the Super 7 “Tip ALL 7” winners
bonus prize by definition cannot be won. (c) If less than 6 races remain open for tipping, the Super 7 “Tip
ANY 6” winners bonus prize by definition cannot be won. (d) If 4 or more races are postponed,
abandoned or cancelled; then the event will be declared void and all local entry fees will be refunded in
full to entrants. Under this scenario, scores will not be calculated and posted on the Tipping terminal
score boards.
19.2 Rules that apply in the event of a scratching of a nominated runner. (a) If a selected runner is
scratched after an entrant submitted tips, then the entrant will receive the horse that has been assigned
the number 1 saddle cloth for the race in question as a substitute selection. If the number 1 saddle cloth
is scratched, then the entrant will receive the number 2 saddle cloth or number 3 saddle cloth and so on
until a runner is found. (b) Sportspick will update any early scratchings at approximately 11am on Friday
and Saturday mornings as a courtesy to tippers and indicate scratched runners on the tipping terminal.
Sportspick will not update scratchings in real time. It is the responsibility of the entrant to check the
official TAB scratchings for each race before submitting tips in any Punters Challenge event.

20. Prizes
(a) Sportspick offers one weekly (1) “Tip ALL 7” winners’ prize on the Super 7 Punters Challenge event
for participant(s) who successfully tip all 7 winners of the races nominated by Full House Group to form
the Super 7 Punters Challenge event. If there are multiple participants tied with the same amount of
winners (7), then the prize will be shared equally amongst the tied participants in the form of the
nominal cash value of the prize.
(b) The prize for the ‘Tip ALL 7” winners is a “Trip to a domestic race meeting of the winner’s choice”
from Schedule (A) listed in condition 20(m) below valued at AUD $5,000.00 at time of publication

(“Prize”). Should the winner, for whatever reason, be unable to attend one of the race carnivals the cash
surrender value of the Tip 7 prize is $3000.00 AUD.
(c) Super 7 “Tip ANY 6 winners” bonus prize: One (1) "Tip ANY 6" winners bonus prize is offered for any
entrant(s) who tips ‘Any 6 of the last 7 race winners in the weekly Super 7 Punters Challenge event. The
“Tip ANY 6” prize pool value will be set at $1000 each week. If there are multiple entrants who correctly
tip 6 winners from the last 7 races, then the prize will be divided and shared equally amongst those tied
entrants. Individual local venue competition point scores do not apply in determining the "Tip ANY 6"
prize winner(s).
(d) Individual local venue point scores do not apply in determining the "Tip ALL 7" prize winner(s).
(e) The first entry code submitted by an entrant and the associated tips will be permitted and be eligible
for the prize categories (a), (b) and (c) above.
(f) A winner(s) of the “Tip ALL 7” prize is/are not eligible to win the “Tip ANY 6” $1000 cash prize. Only
one (1) major prize may be won on any Super 7 Punters Challenge event.
(g) The Winner may be liable to declare the Prize for taxation purposes and will be liable for any tax
payable in respect of a Prize. Eligible Entrants should seek independent financial advice in relation to any
tax payable on the Prize and the potential impact on their personal financial situation prior to entering
the Promotion.
(h) Nothing in these terms and conditions is intended to exclude, restrict or modify any right or remedy,
or any guarantee, warranty or other term or condition, implied or imposed by any legislation which
cannot lawfully be excluded or limited. This may include the Corporations Act 2001, the Competition
and Consumer Act 2010, Australian Consumer Law or any equivalent State or Territory legislation. If any
guarantee, warranty, term or conditions implied or imposed under the Australian Consumer Law or any
other applicable legislation in relation to any prizes awarded under these terms and conditions cannot
be excluded (a “Non-Excludable Provision”) and the Promoter is able to limit the remedy for a breach of
the Non-Excludable Provision, then the liability of the Promoter and all members of the Full House
Group for breach of the Non- Excludable Provision is limited to one or more of the following at the
Promoter's option:
(i) the replacement of the prize or the supply of an equivalent prize,
(ii) the supplying of the prize again,
(I) To the maximum extent permitted by law, the Promoter and all other members of the Full House
Group expressly disclaim liability for any loss or damage whatsoever (including but not limited to
indirect or consequential loss) or for any personal injury which is suffered or sustained in connection
with any participant’s participation in this Promotion or the acceptance of any Prize. The Winner
indemnifies the Promoter and all members of the Full House Group against any liability, injury, loss or
damage which may be suffered, incurred or sustained by the Promoter or any member of the Full House
Group arising out of, relating to, or in any way connected with, any act or omission (including
negligence) by the Winner, or its use of the Prize, or its breach of these terms and conditions.
(j) Delivery of the “Tip ALL 7” prize will be subject to availability, timing and delivery conditions of the
relevant race meeting trip package as nominated by the winner.

(k) The prize winner will be responsible for arranging appropriate travel insurance for all parties who are
to travel on any prize trip.
(l) The Tip All 7 bonus prize package consists of a trip package for 2 people to one of the following race
meetings listed below including accommodation, return flights, airport transfers to the value of
$5000.00 AUD.

(m) Schedule (A)
Magic Millions - January (Qld)
Darwin Cup - August (NT)
The Championships - April (NSW)
Cox Plate October (VIC)
Melbourne Cup - November (VIC)

(n) The surrender value of the “Tip All 7” prize will be $3000.00 cash in the event that the winner cannot
travel for any reason.

21. "Local Venue In-House Prizes" (a) Registered Sportspick Venues will set and manage any "Local Prize
Pool" and will determine at what value the local entry fee will be set. (b) The default local venue entry
fee will be $5.00 if the venue does not elect to set a value. (c) A venue local prize pool is to be paid out
on the day following correct weight and posting of the results of the last scheduled race. (d) A venue will
decide what prize breakdown they wish to offer. i.e. they may elect to offer a 1st, 2nd or 3rd prize
percentage from the total local prize pool; or only a single prize ("winner-take-all"). This is entirely up to
the individual venue.

22. Winners of the Sportspick Super 7 Punters Challenge event bonus prizes will be notified in the
following manner:
(a) Winners of any Sportspick bonue prizes will be determined at 12:00pm on each Monday following
the most recent Punters Challenge Super 7 event at the offices of Full House Group, 38 Fennell Street,
Port Melbourne, Victoria 3207
(b) Prize winners will be notified by mail and a list of all prize winners will be published on the Tipping
Terminal and the Promoter’s website at www.sportspick.com.au

23. (a) All Sportspick “Tip Any 6” bonus prizes will be delivered to the venue where the winning
Participant(s) is a registered member(s) within 14 business days. (b) Delivery of the “Tip ALL 7” major
bonus prize is subject to condition 20 (j) above.

24. The Promoter reserves the right to request the winner of any prize to provide proof of identity,
proof of residency and proof of eligibility to enter the Competition prior to awarding the prize.
Identification considered suitable for verification will be at the discretion of the Promoter.

25. Prizes are calculated at the recommended retail value as provided by the supplier and are correct at
the time of printing as at 1st July 2019 at the prevailing $AUD exchange rate(s).

26. If for any reason a prize winner is unable to accept a prize, the Promoter will award that prize to the
Participant or Participants who would have met the eligibility criteria and been deemed the prize winner
or winners had the winning Participant not participated.

UNCLAIMED PRIZES

27. The Promoter shall if necessary, distribute any prizes which have not been claimed or distributed
("Unclaimed Prizes") in the following manner as per condition 28 below.

28. In the event that for any reason whatsoever a winner does not claim a prize or element of a prize
within 12 weeks of the conclusion of the relevant event, then that prize or portion of the prize will be
forfeited by the winner and cash will not be awarded in lieu of that prize or element of the prize.

PRIVACY AND MARKETING CONSENT AND DISCLOSURE

29. All Participants acknowledge that by entering the Competition the Promoter will collect personal
information about them to assess and process registrations and administer the Competition. The
Promoter may disclose a Participant’s personal information to related companies of the Promoter, its
agents and contractors, state lottery bodies, newspapers and organizations to which the Promoter
outsources functions, such as mailing houses and telecommunications service providers. If a Participant
is a winner of a prize, the Promoter will disclose that Participant’s first initial (or name if provided),
surname and name and suburb of their Registered Sportspick Venue and State of residence to the
media, who will publish these details. If a proposed Participant does not provide the required personal

information they cannot participate in the Competition. In most cases a Participant can gain access to
their personal information by contacting the Promoter.
30. All entries become the property of the Promoter and will be entered into a database. Information
resulting from the Participant’s entry and participation in a promotion is used by the Promoter and its
agencies associated with the Competition for the determination of winners and distribution of prizes
awarded to Participants. Participants consent to the publication of their name and Score in the results
section of the Web Site. The Promoter will not be held responsible for any loss of reputation, status or
otherwise in connection with a Participant’s tipping selections and consequential results.
31. Information and photographic images of the Participants may also be used by the Promoter, its
agents, contractors and related companies, for the purposes of carrying out marketing, planning,
product development and direct mail and promotional campaigns unless a Participant otherwise
withdraws their consent to the use of their information in this manner. By applying or participating in
the Competition, Participants consent to these uses and disclosures of their information and/or
photographic image.
32. By entering or participating in the Competition, the Participant agrees to receive emails, SMS or
other electronic messages from the Promoter in relation to the administration of the Competition,
including those containing marketing or promotional material. 33. Participants will automatically be
entered into the "Full House Group" marketing program. Participants agree to receive mail, emails, SMS
and other electronic messages, including those containing marketing or promotional material, sent by
the Promoter under the "Full House Group" marketing program. Participants may unsubscribe from the
"Full House Group" marketing program at any time using information contained on the mail or
electronic message.

GENERAL
34. To the extent that an issue arises for which these terms and conditions of entry make no provision,
or in relation to which the relevant terms and conditions are unclear, the Promoter reserves the right to
make a decision regarding any such issue in its sole and absolute discretion.
35. The Promoter and its agencies associated with the Competition are not liable and do not accept
responsibility for any error, omission, interruption, deletion, defect, delay in operation or transmission
or communications line failure that may result in a Participant’s entry not being received or received
properly whether by the Sportspick Tipster Terminal, via the Website or by telephone or Facsimile.
36. In the event there is a dispute concerning the conduct of the Competition, the decision of the
Promoter is final and no correspondence will be entered into.
37. The Promoter shall not be liable for any manufacturer defects in prizes or for any loss, damage or
personal injury whatsoever which is suffered or sustained (including but not limited to indirect or
consequential loss) as a result of taking a prize, except for any liability which cannot be excluded by law.
38. The Promoter reserves the right to disqualify any entry which, in the opinion of Promoter, includes
objectionable content, profanity, potentially insulting, inflammatory or defamatory statements and
disqualify any Participant who tampers with the entry process, who submits an entry that is not in

accordance with these terms and conditions of entry or who has, in the opinion of Promoter, engaged in
conduct in entering the Competition which is fraudulent, misleading, deceptive or generally damaging to
the goodwill or reputation of the Competition and/or the Promoter including but not limited to using
techniques or methods to avoid payment of any SMS costs. The Promoter reserves the right to disqualify
any prize winner if the Promoter becomes aware that the winner or winner’s entry is of a type described
in this Condition.
39. Notwithstanding the Promoter’s rights to not accept or to subsequently disqualify a Participant, the
Promoter will not be liable for any legal action arising out of any name being slanderous, defamatory or
unsightly to the public at large or any similarly sounding or related group and any Participant who uses a
name which is subsequently found to be slanderous, defamatory or unsightly in any way will indemnify
the Promoter, its agents, contractors and related companies from any legal action, claim or dispute
arising in relation thereto.
40. The Promoter’s decision is final and no correspondence will be entered into.
41. To the full extent permitted by the law neither the Promoter nor any of their associated agencies
accepts any liability for any injury, damages, expenses or loss whatsoever (whether direct or
consequential) to persons or property arising from or in connection with this Competition.
42. If for any reason the Promoter determines in good faith and its sole discretion that the Competition
is not capable of running as planned due to any event beyond the control of the Promoter which might
corrupt or affect the administration, security, fairness integrity or proper conduct of the Promotion or
which may change the intended result of recent or hinder its determination, the Promoter may in its
absolute discretion cancel the promotion at any time and recommence it on similar terms and
conditions when and as determined by the Promoter (subject to any written directions from any state
gaming authority).
43. In the event of a technology failure; Sportspick database error, loss of internet connectivity in venue;
power outage or any other such event that prevents an entrant from submitting tips via the Sportspick
tipping terminal, Full House Group is indemnified from any responsibility and the Super 7 Bonus Prize
offer will be void for any punters Challenge event so affected by an incident including but not limited to
such incidents as those listed above. Under no circumstances will “Manual tips” be accepted into any
Punters Challenge event.

Appendix 1:Trip packages listed below are indicative only. Each trip is valued at $5000 AUD at the time
of print. The components of each trip package listed are indicative only and may be subject to change
due to availability of various components of the prize.

